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ABSTRACT

Although, cutting-edge frame hyperspectral sensors can cur-
rently acquire hypercubes at video rates with low spatial reso-
lution, they offer enhanced discrimination capabilities for the
characterization of subtle spectral features and important ob-
ject reflectance properties. To this end, a generic framework
was designed, developed and validated for multiple object
tracking in hyperspectral video sequences. The background
estimation was efficiently addressed through advanced scale
space filtering and dimensionality reduction. The detection
of moving objects was performed on the reduced representa-
tion for low computational complexity. The object recogni-
tion task was based on certain spectral and geometric features
which were associated with a rule-based classification. The
experimental results appear promising and indicate the effi-
ciency of the developed approach.

Index Terms— Object detection, recognition, dimension-
ality reduction, registration, scale space filtering

1. INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in optics, photonics and nanotechnology
have enabled the development of frame (snapshot) hyper-
spectral imaging sensors [1]. In contrast to push-broom (line-
scanning) ones, they don’t require the constant movement of
the camera or the movement of the observed object. Frame
hyperspectral sensors are currently (i) based on the multiple
orders and air gaps of an interferometer (e.g., a Fabry-Perot
one) placed in front of a standard RGB/monochromatic sen-
sor [2], [3] or either (ii) based on optical filters monolithically
integrated on top of CMOS image sensors [1], [4]. Still,
certain distortions and vignetting can be observed between
the acquired spectral bands of both solutions requiring ra-
diometric and geometric corrections ([2], [3] and Figure 1).
Moreover, the spatial and spectral resolution is relative lower
compared to push-broom sensors.

Such frame hyperspectral imaging systems, which can ac-
quire hypercubes at video rates, have already been employed
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for several applications in medical imaging [5], precision
agriculture [2], gas plume detection [6] and moving object
detection and tracking [7], [8]. In particular, in [7] and [8] the
tracking of moving object was addressed through the calcula-
tion of object reflectance. Chemical plume detection has also
been addressed through a two-stage detection and refinement
approach using binary partition trees [6].

Hyperspectral video sequences with high temporal resolu-
tion combine the advantages of both video and hyperspectral
imagery. Despite the high spatial resolution of modern RGB
or monochromatic video cameras, their low spectral resolu-
tion limits their ability to classify or identify objects robustly.
Multispectral and hyperspectral sensors offer repetitive, con-
sistent and comprehensive datasets with enhanced discrimi-
nation capabilities, useful for the characterization of subtle
spectral features and important chemical and physical proper-
ties of the observed terrain features/objects.

To this end, an automated framework was developed and
validated for multiple moving object recognition and track-
ing in hyperspectral video sequences. The goal was to de-
sign a generic approach able to detect moving objects like
people and crowds in interior and exterior public areas for
any security purposes like surveillance or evacuation. The
background estimation was efficiently addressed through ad-
vanced scale space image representations and dimensionality
reduction techniques. The detection of the moving objects
was performed on the reduced dimensionality, while the ob-
ject recognition task was based on object’s spectral and ge-
ometric features through a rule-based approach. The experi-
mental results and the performed qualitative and quantitative
evaluation indicate the efficiency of the developed approach.

2. METHODOLOGY
A flowchart of the developed algorithm is presented in Fig-
ure 2. The different algorithmic modules shown, contribute
to processing the initial raw hypercubes and delivering the de-
tected multiple objects at each frame of the video sequence.

2.1. Co-registration of spectral bands
The first step is recovering the geometry of the acquired spec-
tral bands for every frame. This is accomplished through
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Fig. 1. The spectral bands of the raw hypercube (left, frame
#525) require radiometric and geometric corrections. The
checkerboard visualization demonstrates the effectiveness of
the registration procedure.

an automatic descriptor-based registration procedure [3]. In
short, the algorithm is based on feature descriptors and the
problem is decomposed into three processing steps. The op-
erated wavelength is divided into an appropriate number of
spectral groups. Then the co-registration of all the spectral
bands of each group is performed. In particular, after sorting
the spectral bands in terms of spectral variance and proximity
to the key changing spectral regions, the appropriate bands
are selected for the co-registration inside and in-between the
groups. Under this approach the search space of solutions
is effectively narrowed through the selection, in an unsuper-
vised manner, of the spectral bands which lead to the geo-
metric recovery quickly. Even with important distortions and
vignetting, large illumination changes, rotation and transla-
tion effects, the image descriptors can find enough correspon-
dences and result to an acceptable geometric accuracy.

2.2. Hyperspectral Scale Space Filtering and Dimension-
ality Reduction

The hypercube I, that the registered spectral bands are form-
ing in every frame, is then simplified through anisotropic mor-
phological levelings [9]. Briefly, by employing advanced non-
linear scale space filtering, noise is removed while the data are
simplied efciently. Multiscale levelings can be constructed
when the initial (reference) hypercube I is associated with a
series of marker functions {h1, h2, ..., hn} -all h are increas-
ingly smoother hypercubes in R3. The constructed levelings
are respectively

g1 = I, g2 = Λ(g1, h1), g3 = Λ(g2, h2),

g4 = Λ(g3, h3) , ..., gn = Λ(gn−1, hn−1)
(1)

A series gn of simpler and simpler hypercubes, with fewer
and fewer smooth zones are produced forming a 4D scale
space with g : Ω ⊂ R4 and g(x, y, z, n) = gn(x, y, z). With
these fewer zones, the simplified hypercubes describe, in a
more distinct way, the spectral and spatial signatures of the

Fig. 2. A flowchart of the developed algorithm for the au-
tomated multiple object tracking in hyperspectral video se-
quences

observations, forming appropriate versions for adequately es-
timating the intrinsic dimensionality of the registered data.

In addition, the computation of complex lower dimen-
sional manifolds was more efficient, since the variance of the
embedded hyperspace was more compact [10]. Having esti-
mated the intrinsic dimensionality of the available datasets,
their transformation into a meaningful representation of re-
duced dimensionality followed. Ideally, the reduced repre-
sentation has a dimensionality that corresponds to its intrinsic
one which is the minimum number of parameters needed to
account for the properties of the observations. In all the exper-
iments conducted, the standard Principal Component Analy-
sis was employed for calculating the reduced representation.

2.3. Background Subtraction, Moving Object Detection
and Recognition

In order to keep the computation complexity as low as possi-
ble for allowing near-real time performance, the background
estimation and the initial moving object detection were com-
puted over the first principal component. In all experimental
results the background estimation was performed based on
the average of 50 frames. The initial moving object detection
was based on the background subtraction delivering the ini-
tial seeds/blobs which feed the multiple object detection and
recognition module.

At every frame the geometric and spectral properties of
the detected moving objects were calculated. A hierarchi-
cal knowledge-based scheme with specific rules was then ap-
plied, for the classification of every detected object to the ap-
propriate class. Certain rules were associated with the calcu-



Fig. 3. The raw, anisotropically smoothed (AML), the principal component of the lower dimensional representation (PCA)
along with the estimated background are shown for (i) Top: frame #510 at 644nm and (ii) Bottom: frame #800 at 865nm.

lated spectral (e.g., band ratios, indices) and geometric (e.g.,
area, compactness) features. These features were used as the
key information for defining the inclusion-or-exclusion pa-
rameters during the classification of moving objects.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND VALIDATION

The developed method was applied on video datasets acquired
by a frame hyperspectral sensor with integrated tiled filters
and optical duplication from imec1. The main parts of the
imaging system are the tiled filter layout and an optical sub-
system which simultaneously duplicates the scene onto each
filter tile. Through the use of monolithically integrated optical
filters it retains the qualities of compactness, low cost and
high acquisition speed. The camera can acquire 32 spectral
bands in the spectral range of 600-1000nm at a speed of about
30 cubes per second at daylight conditions up to 340 cubes
per second at higher illumination levels as typically used in
machine vision applications. The spatial resolution of each
spectral band is 256x256 pixels. In its current version the
optical duplicator conveys certain distortions and vignetting.

In Figure 1 data from the frame #525 of the ParkingFills2

hyperspectral video dataset are shown. With a checkerboard
visualization, containing randomly 9 spectral bands in 9 sub-
image blocks, one can observe that scene’s geometry has been
effectively recovered after the application of the employed co-
registration procedure.

1http://www2.imec.be
2http://vimeo.com/77218620

In Figure 3 results from the different algorithmic compo-
nents (Figure 2) are shown for (i) Top: frame #510 at 644nm
and (ii) Bottom: #800 at 865nm. In particular, the correspond-
ing raw, anisotropically smoothed (AML) and the principal
component of the lower dimensional representation (PCA) are
shown. One can observed that anisotropic morphological lev-
elings (AML) managed to both denoise and smooth the raw
data. Furthermore, the 1st principal component further sim-
plified the data while representing and constrained more from
the near infrared bands. It should be, also, noted that in both
frames the background has been efficiently estimated and is
almost identical across the sequence.

In Figure 4 results after the application of the developed
multiple object detection and tracking algorithm are shown.
The detected and labelled moving objects are shown for cer-
tain frames. Experimental results for the entire ParkingFills
hyperspectral video sequence can be found here3. In frames
162 and 163 the algorithm managed to detect and recognize
both the person (colored green) and the moving bike (colored
blue). In frames 384 and 385 two people and one car (colored
red) were detected and labelled correctly. Despite the low
spatial resolutio,n the spectral features computed across the
simplified hypercube, resulted to a successful classification.
From the frame 500 to 540 two moving cars and one person
were detected and labelled correctly. In particular, for frames
520 and 523 the initial moving object detection resulted to a
large initial blob and the rule-based classification procedure
based on the calculated geometric and spectral features man-

3http://users.ntua.gr/karank/Demos/TrackHyperVideo.html
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Fig. 4. Experimental results from the ParkingFills hyperspectral video dataset. After the application of the developed method-
ology the detected multiple objects have been classified and labelled correctly.

aged to label it correctly.

4. CONCLUSION

A generic framework for multiple object detection and track-
ing in hyperspectral video sequences was developed and val-
idated. The background estimation was efficiently addressed
through advanced scale space image representations and di-
mensionality reduction. The detection of the moving objects
was performed on the reduced dimensionality, while the ob-
ject recognition task was accomplished based on geometric
and spectral features through a rule-based classification. The
experimental results appear promising and indicate the ef-
ciency of the developed approach.
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